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Background
 
 

The BRRP will provide specific support services to families with children with additional needs,
supporting the townships of Bairnsdale, Lakes Entrance, Orbost, Sarsfield, Buchan, Cann River and
Mallacoota. 

The BRRBP is running from 29 April 2021 to 1 August 2022 and is focussed on three key objective
areas:

1. Build the capacity of parents and children with additional needs across East Gippsland
2. Map and document pathways for children/families in ways that are easy to understand
3. Improve feedback from children and families to improve supports and services.

The project has now been running for about 7 months. Monthly reporting occurs through a
‘dashboard’ and the Project Plan is updated monthly and presented to the members of the
CWANWG and distributed through the minutes for those who are unable to attend.

The purpose of the “Pause and Review” meeting with the CWANWG is to:

1) Identify key themes and what we know so far
2) Capture the achievements of the project to date
3) Identify and flag potential projects and key gaps in funding with a view to prioritising grant
proposals moving forward
4) Continue to share outcomes and findings with the CWANWG



On the day...
Eight participants were in
attendance on the day of the
workshop which was facilitated by
the BRRP Project Lead – Jodie
Simpson.

Several members of the CWANWG
were unable to attend the entire
workshop, therefore adjustments
were made to ensure the key
outcomes were met. It should be
noted that attendance was minimal
or non-existent from key partners
with little to no warning or being ‘too
busy’.

An Acknowledgement of Country was
given and a small activity was run as an
‘icebreaker’ for participants – to identify
what is something that is common
amongst the group.

Rachel Bell – Previous Chair (2015 –
July 2021) provided a background
context presentation and covered who
is the CWANWG, how does it link with
the bigger picture – the Five Year
Strategy developed last year, the
annual action plan and high level key
achievements and acknowledgement of
the Chair change to Don Stewart –
Uniting (interim).

An achievements board was created to capture all the key highlights from the action plan
and work done within the CWANWG.



As a result, the following were identified as key priorities:

Continue funding Bushfire Recovery and Resilience Role (5 votes)

Consultation/Audit Forum – Share evidence-based information collected (4 votes)

Actions and Emergency Response strategies to be implemented to support wellbeing during
emergencies (combined with number 10 priority – Emergency Response Reform) (5 votes)

To have a process supported that designs a system of support for the future (1 vote)

NDIS – how to access, use it and thin markets (4 votes)

Diagnostic pathways (3 votes)

Department of Education and Training to improve inclusion and transition (1 vote)

Develop better communication methods (1 vote)

More in depth data to offside these priorities with a deeper dive into what may go into the
priorities can be made available on request. 

A small summary of the definitions between a strategy and action was delivered.

The BRRP was introduced with a series of highlights achieved to date (Appendix 1), a reminder of the
outcomes of the project and the key outcomes of the interviews with Service Providers and Families in
two separate tables outlining the key areas of feedback provided by these cohorts and themed. (Please
refer to Attachment 1 and Attachment 2).

Individuals were given time to read through the information and make notes and comments on their
observations. Tables were then invited to share their insights and observations at a high level. 

The second activity involved individuals developing their own options/opportunities that may have been
missing. Tables were then encouraged to talk about individual key opportunities (either existing or new)
and present to the group a priority list of 5 from the table. These sets of priorities then informed a list of
10 which the group could individually prioritise.



Recommendations:
Note that the top two priorities are to maintain a presence of the Bushfire Recovery and
Resilience Role and an Emergency Management Reform package using many of the
opportunities as developed by families, service providers and members of the CWANWG.

The next top two priorities include the development of better NDIS understanding (4 votes) and
sharing evidence collected as a part of the project to further include East Gippsland in a
conversation about Emergency Management and how we can influence reform based on
options/opportunities and who will lead that.

Core group of decision makers with an authorising environment to meet to discuss where to
focus remainder of time with the BRRBP Role and smaller action-oriented outputs that can be
achieved during the remainder of the time.

Core group of decision makers with an authorising environment work through what can/should
be included in the CWANWG Annual Action Plan, what can be done by organisations as a part
of their business as usual and what the structure of accountability should be. It is important to
remember that the CWANWG is not resourced other than a facilitator (once a month) and a note
taker for the minutes. Work in between meetings is often undertaken with very limited resourcing
and goodwill by several volunteers. Any additional workload expected to be carried by the
CWANWG members will need a further conversation about commitment to continue this work in
the absence of any ongoing resources and adjustments made to ensure that members
engagement is maintained at a sustainable level.

Review of the future review sessions to maximise participation. Consider timing (not so close to
Christmas), comfort level of face-to-face meeting which may have been a factor for poor
attendance although feedback was not received by participants stating this was the case.

Securing a commitment from organisations to review and planning sessions is important, as
‘popping in/out of workshops’ or being late without prior notice can be destabilising for facilitation
outcomes and interruptive of participants committed to participating. 



Appendix 1
Key highlights from the BRRP



Appendix 2 - Tables outlining family/carer with CWAWNG additions
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Appendix 3 - Tables outlining Service Providers/Organisations  with CWAWNG additions
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CWANWG Table 1 - Consideration of priorities

CWANWG Table 2 - Consideration of priorities


